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SCULPTURE COURSE
The Sculpture course gives students the opportunity to learn the techniques that are ne-
cessary to work with clay or marble. Students will make “bas-reliefs” or sculptures in the 
round depending on their interests, and it will also be possible for them to make plaster 
casts of their works. 
The school is equipped with a kiln where students can fire their clay sculptures with a 
small additional fee. Blocks of clay and of high-quality marble from Carrara can be pur-
chased directly at school.
To attend the Marble Sculpture course it is necessary to register for at least 4 weeks as 
learning how to handle correctly the tools necessary for the processing of this material 
and carving in itself can require a long time of practice.

Classes are in Italian and/or English and Spanish language, start every Monday and are 
held in the afternoon: on the first week Monday from 4 PM to 7 PM, the following weeks 
Monday to Friday from 3 PM to 7 PM.
At the end of the course students will receive a Certificate of Participation (Diploma).
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PRICES
Number 
of weeks

BASIC COURSE
6 hours per week

SEMI-INTENSIVE 
COURSE

10 hours per week

INTENSIVE COURSE
20 hours per week

1 available only as Intensive course 380 €

2 285 € 395 € 685 €

3 370 € 515 € 990 €

4 440 € 615 € 1110 €

5 515 € 725 € 1310 €

6 580 € 840 € 1480 €

7 670 € 965 € 1750 €

8 760 € 1085 € 2030 €

9 850 € 1235 € 2235 €

10 940 € 1340 € 2430 €

12 1120 € 1600 € 2660 €

Art materials are not included in the course fees. 
Students will be given a list of supplies to buy in a specialized store near the school, where 
they can find a wide variety of high quality art materials at discounted prices. 
Some basic materials can be provided by the school.


